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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we ask whether children are sensitive to the needs of their
interlocutor, and, if so, whether they – like adults –modify acoustic
characteristics of their speech as part of a communicative goal. In a
production task, preschoolers participated in a word learning task that
favored the use of clear speech. Children produced vowels that were
longer, more intense, more dispersed in the vowel space, and had a more
expanded F range than normal speech. Two perception studies with
adults showed that these acoustic differences were perceptible and were
used to distinguish normal and clear speech styles. We conclude that pre-
schoolers are sensitive to aspects of the speaker–hearer relationship calling
upon them to modify their speech in ways that benefit their listener.
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INTRODUCTION

There is by now substantial empirical evidence demonstrating that adults
adjust both segmental and suprasegmental properties of their speech in re-
sponse to aspects of the speaker–hearer relationship. For example, relative
to adult-directed speech, infant-directed speech displays fewer words per
utterance, more repetitions, longer pauses, higher pitch (F), exaggerated
prosody in utterance- or phrase-final position, possibly delayed pitch
accents, and a slower rate of speech (Cruttenden, ; Davis &
Lindblom, ; Ferguson, ; Fernald, , ; Fisher & Tokura,
, ; Lee & Davis, ; Lee, Davis & MacNeilage ; Swanson
& Leonard, ). In addition, vowels in infant- and child-directed speech
display an expanded F range (Fernald et al., ; Fernald & Mazzie,
; Fernald & Simon, ; Kitahara, Nishikawa, Igarashi, Shinya &
Mazuka, ), and an expanded vowel space (as evidenced in the point
vowels: /i/, /u/, and /ɑ/) (Kuhl et al., ; Liu, Kuhl & Tsao, ).
While many of these characteristics appear to hold universally, there may
be cross-linguistic variability (Igarashi & Mazuka, ; Wassink, Wright
& Franklin, ). Child-directed speech shares many of these same qualities,
again in contrast to adult-directed speech, along with the possibility of less
complex syntactic structures (Foulkes, Docherty & Watt, ; Newport,
Gleitman & Gleitman, ; Shockey & Bond, ; Snow, , ).

Even when speaking to other adults, adults modify their speech to
compensate for factors such as hearing impairment, background noise, or
native speaker status. This style of speech is known as ‘clear’ speech, because
it is the result of speakers attempting to provide their listener with more
salient acoustic cues in the speech signal with the communicative goal of
becoming more intelligible (Lindblom, ; Smiljanić & Bradlow, ).
As with child-directed speech, ‘clear’ speech has been shown to differ from
‘normal’ speech by a number of features. For example, it may be spoken at
a slower tempo, or with an increased intensity. Vowels produced in a clear
speech style exhibit increased F maximum, F average, F range, and the
vowel space is more expanded (Krause & Braida, ). As with infant- and
child-directed speech, the addressee may benefit from such modifications
(Bradlow, Torretta & Pisoni, ). See Smiljanić and Bradlow () and
Uchanski () for comprehensive overviews of clear speech research.

While it is well established that adults who wish to be better understood
modify the acoustic properties of their speech to take their listener into
consideration, it is currently an open question how soon or in what manner
the ability to produce listener-oriented clear speech emerges. There are
reasons to think that this ability to produce listener-oriented clear speech
might be delayed. First, the ability to modify speech style in response to
considerations of the listener relies upon an ability to shift perspectives
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and take into account the needs of another individual. Since the work of
Piaget (), a number of researchers have proposed that children in pre-
school may be subject to a level of egocentrism preventing them from suc-
cessfully adopting another’s perspective. Certainly, children notoriously
fail at so-called ‘Sally-Anne’ false-belief tasks (cf. Wimmer & Perner,
) and ‘false contents’ or ‘appearance-reality’ tasks (cf. Gopnik &
Astington, ; Perner Leekam & Wimmer, ) until at least four
years of age, and often older. Second, experimental research by Redford
and Gildersleeve-Neumann () suggests that the ability to modulate
acoustic characteristics of speech style in response to changes in discourse
context may develop in a protracted and piecemeal fashion, and not fully
evidence itself until after five to six years of age.

However, there are reasons to suspect that this ability may develop early.
First, while children do consistently demonstrate non-adult-like perform-
ance on false-belief tasks, their performance can be improved given certain
manipulations (Rubio-Fernandez & Geurts, ; Surian & Leslie, ).
Moreover, poor performance on such tasks does not necessarily entail an
impoverished theory of mind (Leslie, ; Onishi & Baillargeon, ).

Second, three-year-olds are able to switch perspectives in order to judge
the relative size of an object and are not locked into assessing whether or
not something counts as ‘big’ or ‘tall’ based on their own size. For example,
they are able to judge whether an article of clothing is big for a doll, or how
it compares to others in its comparison class (Ebeling & Gelman, ;
Gelman & Ebeling, ). They can also shift judgments of size given
contextual shift, recalibrating the standard of comparison accordingly.
Moreover, when their interlocutor uses an adjective such as full to refer to
a container filled to some degree with some substance that children would
otherwise not label as full (because it does not meet the maximal standard
of fullness), they appear to loosen the standard and allow the label to hold
so that the speaker’s statement is felicitous in that context (Syrett,
Kennedy & Lidz, ).

Third, children have been shown to be sensitive to certain characteristics
of their listener, such as age or social status, and alter their speech as a result.
For example, preschoolers have been shown to exhibit a longer mean length
of utterance (MLU) and increase their use of clausal complements
when engaging with adults than when they engage with two-year-olds
(Shatz & Gelman, , ). Moreover, by four, children not only adjust
their speaking style in response to the status of their interlocutor (i.e., a
puppet representing different professional roles such as a doctor or nurse;
Andersen, , ; Andersen, Brizuela, DePuy & Gonnerman, ),
but can also identify the addressee based on the register that was used by
the speaker (Wagner, Greene-Havas & Gillespie, ). Four-year-olds
also distinguish new versus given information and mark contrastive focus
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prosodically with greater pitch and intensity on specific constituents
(Wonnacott & Watson, ).

Finally, there is reason to reevaluate possible evidence to the contrary
coming from Redford and Gildersleeve-Neumann (), whose studies
suggested that children do not produce acoustically speech styles that covary
with the discourse context. Their ‘casual’ (normal) speech task elicited
spontaneous speech in a free-play task in which the linguistic environment
of the target word was not controlled for, and the number and distribution
of tokens across the vowel space varied significantly. These tokens were
also compared to words produced in a task in which children were told
to use ‘big girl/boy’ voice – instructions that did not necessarily signal
a listener-oriented purpose for the speech style. In fact, four- and
five-year-olds in their ‘clear speech’ task produced vowels that were shorter
in duration and had a lower F in comparison with the vowels of words
produced in their ‘casual speech’ task. These differences may demonstrate
that they did change their speech style, speaking more like ‘big kids’
would (for example, faster and with a lower voice), but did not necessarily
do so to speak more clearly. Not surprisingly, the adult listeners in their
perception task were unable to distinguish the two styles.

It thus remains an open question whether preschoolers can adjust acoustic
characteristics of their speech style in order to be more intelligible for the
benefit of their interlocutor. If the answer to this question is affirmative, a
series of questions then arise. Are there differences between ‘normal’ and
‘clear’ speech by preschoolers? If so, along what parameters do they differ,
and are these differences perceptible to adults? In this paper, we provide
affirmative evidence demonstrating that this ability begins to be evidenced
in preschool, with many of the same acoustic characteristics observed in
adults. Moreover, differences between clear and normal speech styles in
preschoolers are perceptible to adults. Our results therefore demonstrate
that preschoolers are not only aware of key aspects of the speaker–hearer
relationship, but can also take advantage of acoustic manipulations of their
speech to accomplish their communicative goal.

EXPERIMENT 

The aim of this study was to determine whether preschoolers distinguish
between normal and clear speech in their production.

METHOD

Participants

Thirteen children ( boys,  girls; range ;–;; mean ;) participated.
Data from two children (boys) were excluded due to native language ()
and inattention during the task ().
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Procedure

Stimuli consisted of twenty-seven monosyllabic words ( CVC,  CCVC).
The vowels represented nine vowels distributed throughout the vowel space.
In most cases, there were three words per target (with the exception of /ɛ/,
which had four words, and /ɑ/, which had two words; see Table  and
Figure ). The words chosen as stimuli are highly familiar and imageable
(Wilson, ), and/or produced by a majority of children at age ; (Dale
& Fenson, ; see ‘Appendix’).

Children were recorded in two preschools. In both locations, they
were tested in a quiet room on their preschool premises separate from

TABLE  . Stimuli used in Experiment  (production study)

Vowels Words

front word  word  word  word 

/i/ peas Cheese sheep
/ɪ/ pig Fish bib
/ɛ/ bell Bread pen bed
/æ/ cat Hat bat

back word  word  word 

/u/ moon Spoon boot
/ʊ/ book Cook foot
/o/ boat Nose phone
/ʌ/ duck Sun cup
/ɑ/ dog Frog (n/a)

Fig. . Vowels represented in the stimuli for Experiment . The nine target vowels,
situated in the vowel space, are circled. Two to four words corresponded to each vowel.
Chart adapted from the IPA vowel chart (http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa/vowels.html).
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their classroom and any activity. The recording set-up was highly similar in
both locations. Two experimenters and a child were seated at a child-size
table. One experimenter was in charge of directing the experimental session
with the child and manipulating the technology. The second experimenter
played the role of a puppet.

The experimental session took place in two parts. During the first part of
the experimental session, the first experimenter explained to the child that
they would view some images on a computer (a Macbook Pro laptop with
a ″ display using Powerpoint to present images on individual slides),
and the child should name the picture s/he saw. This experimenter then
showed the child each image sequentially and asked the child to name the
object s/he saw. Whenever the child supplied a name that was not the target
(e.g., shoe for boot) or did not appear to know the word, the experimenter
supplied the word, and asked the child to say it (but not necessarily repeat
it as the experimenter said it). This only happened on a rare occasion both
across children and across images. In this way, we were sure that the child
was aware of the intended label for the image and provided a baseline
production for the word in the first task. If there was unexpected background
noise interrupting the first production, the experimenter asked the child
to say the label again. Words were presented in pseudo-randomized order,
controlling for vowel features and semantic association. Sound was recorded
using a portable Edirol mp audio recorder with a · sampling rate, placed
on the table directly in front of the child.

The experimenter then explained that since the child was so good at
knowing the labels for the objects, s/he was going to help the experimenter’s
friend Mr Rabbit learn those same words. This thus began the second part of
the experimental session. The experimenter then introduced the puppet
(played by the second experimenter), explaining that the child was going
to see the exact same images as before, and would say the exact same
words, only this time, s/he would be helping Mr Rabbit learn these words.
Thus, the premise of the second session was that the child was helping the
puppet learn new words. The experimenter demonstrated briefly that the
puppet would benefit from the child’s assistance by asking the puppet to
name some article of clothing or color of clothing the child was wearing;
the puppet would subsequently supply the wrong label (e.g., shirt for
pants, red for yellow), and the child was asked to supply the right label.

The second part proceeded in a manner similar to that of the first, with the
child naming the objects on the screen– this time with the puppet asking
about the objects (e.g., ‘What is that?’, ‘What do you do with that?’) or
making comments about the objects to elicit responses from the child
(e.g., ‘That looks familiar, but I don’t think I know what it is’). The
puppet also occasionally attempted to say the word on his own after the
child supplied the label, but mispronounced it. These interactions helped
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to reinforce the premise of the puppet learning words, and the child’s role in
helping him learn.

During the task, the puppet and first experimenter periodically gave
the child encouragement in order to help them remain engaged, maintain a
suitable speech volume throughout the task, and keep pace. Children
received comments such as ‘You’re doing such a good job!’, ‘Remember,
the puppet needs your help to learn these words!’, or ‘Let’s keep going!’
The entire experimental session lasted approximately  minutes.

Under the direction of a professional phonetician (the second author),
trained research assistants using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, ) excised
individual words from the longer files of the individual sessions, automati-
cally generated text grids for each sound file using a script, and annotated
the segments by hand. Two additional RAs trained in acoustic analysis
and the second author independently checked the annotations to ensure
the boundary locations and labeling. Scripts were written and run to extract
a number of key values for the vowels: average intensity, duration, F
maximum and minimum (used to calculate F range), and average F.
(We exclude analysis of consonants here, for reasons of space, and because
the vowels hosted the key differences between the two conditions.) We
calculated the difference between the clear and normal speech styles for
the relevant parameter for each minimal pair, then averaged this difference
across all items. In addition, we extracted five formant values within ,
Hz, in a ms window centered at the midpoints of the vowels to obtain
F and F of the three point vowels (/i/, /u/, /ɑ/,). We then plotted these
values in the vowel space, and performed a comparison of F and F
between the two speech styles.

RESULTS

Our acoustic analyses (using two-tailed t-tests) revealed highly significant
differences along all vowel parameters, holding for most or all of the child
participants in each case. Average differences between clear and normal
speech styles for Experiment  are presented in Table . Positive differences
in the second vowel indicate that the values for the clear speech style were
greater. The number of children exhibiting a positive difference is also
indicated.

Vowels in the ‘clear speech’ style were more intense and longer, and had
a higher F, a wider F range, and a greater average F (average intensity:
t()=·, p< ·; duration: t()=·, p< ·; maximum F:
t()=·, p< ·; F range: t()=·, p= ·; F average: t()=
·, p< ·).These differences held for most or all children. There were
no correlations with either age or gender. An example of the contrast in
the overall vowel quality between the ‘normal’ and ‘clear’ conditions for
one child’s production of the word boot ([but]) is presented in Figure .
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In addition, calculations of formant values indicated that the vowel space
was stretched. In particular, the F value for /ɑ/ was significantly higher and
the F lower, possibly indicating that children opened their mouths wider
and moved their tongue further back when pronouncing these vowels.
Clear and normal speech styles for three point vowels were as follows,
respectively: /ɑ/(F(· v. ·): t()=·, p< ·; F(·
v. ·): t()=−·, p= ·); /i/ (F(· v. ·): t()=−·,

TABLE  . Averages for each speech style, average difference between clear and
normal minimal pairs for each word (‘clear’–‘normal’), and number of children
displaying a positive difference for key vowel parameters in Experiment 

(production study). Positive value in the second row indicates greater value for
clear speech style

avg. intensity (dB) duration (ms) max F (Hz) F range (Hz) F avg. (Hz)

· v. · · v. · · v. · · v. · · v. ·
· · · · ·
/ / / / /

Fig. . Difference in overall vowel quality between two conditions of Experiment  for
the word boot [but], produced by a child whose files were used in Experiments  and .
The time scale is · seconds (ms).
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p= ·; F(· v. ·): t()=−·, p= ·); /u/ (F(·
v. ·): t()=·, p= ·; F(· v. ·): t()=−·,
p= ·; see Figure ).

DISCUSSION

The results of Experiment  demonstrate that children produce distinct
speech styles, depending on the task in which they are engaged, and the
communicative goals of that task. When they are part of a word learning
task that calls upon them to be more intelligible for the benefit of the listener,
they produce vowels that are significantly different from those produced
when they were asked to simply list the words. Much like infant- and
child-directed speech and clear speech produced by adults, the vowels in
the preschoolers’ ‘clear speech’ were longer, more intense, had a higher F
and wider F range, and a greater average F. Given these positive findings
demonstrating children’s ability to produce clear speech resembling that of
adults for the benefit of their interlocutor, we now ask whether the difference
between the ‘normal’ and ‘clear’ styles is perceptible to adults.

Fig. . Averages of formant midpoints for three point vowels (normal speech: no fill; clear
speech; fill) produced by child participants in Experiment . The dark line represents clear
speech; the dotted line represents normal speech.
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EXPERIMENT 

The aim of Experiments  and  was to determine whether the differences
between preschoolers’ clear and normal speech are perceptible to adults. Ex-
periment  was an identification/categorization task using individual words.
Experiment  was a two-alternative forced-choice task, in which participants
identified the order of pairs of ‘normal’ and ‘clear’ versions of each word.

METHOD

Participants

Thirty-five adults (all native speakers of English) participated in return
for extra credit in an undergraduate Linguistics course. Data from two
participants were excluded, because of non-native English status () or a
bias to respond ‘clear’ to all tokens ().

Procedure

All twenty-seven sound files from six children ( boys,  girls; range:
;–;; M: ;) in Experiment  were selected for presentation to adults
in two perception experiments: Experiments  and . These children were
chosen somewhat at random, taking into consideration age, gender, and
the clarity of the production of their tokens.

Participants were tested in a quiet room, seated individually at a testing
station with an iMac and high-quality headphones. Stimuli were presented
using SuperLab stimulus presentation software (v. .) and a response
pad. In both perception experiments, sound files were blocked by children,
with a short break between each block. Files were randomized by SuperLab
within each block. Adults were randomly assigned to one of two presentation
orders. There was no effect of order. Taking into account a small number of
sound files that could not be used because of background noise in one or the
other minimal pair member (n=), the entire session for each perception
experiment involved  sound files. The experiment lasted less than
 minutes.

Participants were told that they would hear words spoken by preschoolers,
and that some would be spoken in a normal speech style, and others spoken
in a clear speech style. They were instructed to identify the speech style
of the individual words they heard, given the choices ‘clear’ and ‘normal’.
A short practice session preceded the test session, during which participants
heard a series of examples of both speech styles spoken by children who were
not in the test session.

RESULTS

Using signal detection theory (Macmillan & Creelman, ), which is a
measure of sensitivity, hits and false alarm rates were used to calculate a
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d-prime score for each participant (d′=(z(Hits)–z(False Alarms); scores can
range from  (no detectability) to roughly .) The average d′ scores for all
blocks ranged from  to · (median: ·, mean: ·). The mean was sig-
nificantly above  (t()=·, p< ·), indicating that the two speech
styles were perceptually distinguishable (above chance level). Average
d′ scores for the individual children ranged from · to ·. There was
no correlation between child age and d′ score (r= ·).

DISCUSSION

The results of this experiment demonstrate that the acoustic differences
between preschoolers’ normal and clear speech were perceptible to adult
listeners, as adults used these differences to distinguish between the
two speech styles. In Experiment , we sought to determine whether the
juxtaposition of the two speech styles for each word facilitated
discrimination.

EXPERIMENT 

METHOD

Participants

Twenty-nine adults (all native speakers of English) participated in return
for extra credit. The data from one participant were excluded, because of
non-native English status ().

Procedure

As before, sound files were blocked by child, and sound files randomly
presented within each block. This time, participants all saw the same
block order. Because of a technical error with the final block of stimuli,
only the first five of the six children were included in the analysis.
In this experiment, participants were presented with both ‘clear’ and

‘normal’ members of a minimal pair for each word. A Praat script was
written to automatically concatenate the two tokens for each word spoken
by each child in two orders (‘normal>clear’ and ‘clear>normal’) with
ms of silence in between tokens, thereby doubling the number of
sound files from all six children. Participants were asked to choose
the order of the two speech styles. The two choices were presented on the
computer screen, always on the same sides: ‘normal>clear’ and ‘clear>
normal’. Within each block, there were therefore two versions of the
concatenated pair (a clear–normal and a normal–clear version) for each
target word.

Following the experimental session, participants were asked to report in a
paper-based survey the factors they found most helpful in discriminating
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speech styles. Twenty-seven of the twenty-eight participants provided
responses. The motivation for this part of the task was to gain insight on
the level of adults’ metalinguistic awareness of the features of children’s
speech that contributed to ‘normal’ and ‘clear’ speech styles. Participants
were asked to describe the difference between the speech styles in their
own words and describe their strategy for listening to the sound files in
this experiment. The experiment took approximately  minutes.

RESULTS

To determine whether the results of Experiment  were above chance (),
we divided the d′ scores by √ to take into account the advantage of a
AFC task (d′=(z(H)–z(FA))/√) (Macmillan & Creelman, ). These
values ranged from · to · (median: ·, mean: ·). The mean was
significantly above  (t()=·, p< ·), but was not significantly
different that of Experiment  (t()=·, p= ·, two-tailed). Average
d′ scores divided by √ for the individual children ranged from · to
·. As before, there was no correlation between child age and d′ score
(r= ·).Thus, in both perception experiments, adults were able to success-
fully distinguish the speech styles.

Participants’ comments on the factors influencing their decisions
were transcribed by three Research Assistants who were not involved in
the experiment design and analysis, and classified according to the four
categories in Table . Apart from responses such as ‘fast/slow’, ‘longer’,
‘volume’, ‘louder’, or ‘pitch’, which were easily coded into a category,
other responses were assigned based on relevance. For example, expressions
such as ‘more drawn out’, and ‘dragged out’ were classified as ‘duration’;
‘quieter’ or ‘timid’ as ‘intensity’; ‘enunciation’, ‘stressed syllables’, or
‘more pronounced’ as ‘stress’; and ‘monotone’ or ‘went up at the end’ as
‘intonation’. Only two responses could not be assigned to a category, as
these basically indicated that the participants listened to the words to make
a decision.

TABLE  . Ratio and percentage of participants in Experiment  providing
responses concerning clear/normal speech style differences and strategy for
decision-making that fell into at least one of four categories

Question duration stress intensity intonation

description of difference / / / /
·% ·% ·% ·%

self-reported strategy / / / /
·% ·% ·% ·%
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DISCUSSION

The results of Experiments  and  combine to demonstrate that the acoustic
differences between preschoolers’ normal and clear speech were perceptible
and discriminable to adult listeners. Furthermore, adults’ post-experiment
survey responses in Experiment  indicated that they were to a certain
degree aware on a metalinguistic level of some of the acoustic characteristics
between normal and clear speech in preschoolers. Participants indicated that
they listened for factors such as vowel duration, consonant burst and
aspiration, intensity, and pitch when discriminating between the two speech
styles.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

We began the ‘Introduction’ with the question of whether preschoolers, like
adults, could adjust their speech style accordingly based on the dynamics of
the speaker–hearer relationship and if so, what characteristics their version
of ‘clear speech’ would exhibit. Specifically, we asked whether they could
produce clear speech, given a goal of being more intelligible to their listener.
We conclude by answering these questions affirmatively. Children engaged
in a word learning scenario produce words using a ‘clear speech’ style that
is statistically distinct from their ‘normal speech’ style. Vowels were more
intense, longer, had an expanded F range, and were more dispersed in
the vowel space. Such differences demonstrate that children are aware at
some level of the pragmatics of the context and modulate their speech
accordingly. Moreover, these acoustic differences are perceptible to adults,
and can be recruited to distinguish between the two speech styles. We
thus conclude that even by preschool age, children are able to adjust
the acoustic characteristics of their speech style for a listener-oriented
communicative goal. Thus, young children are able to take into account
the needs of their conversational partner and modify their speech style to
accommodate these constraints accordingly.

Now, while we have shown that children DO modify their speech style
in this experimental task, we cannot at this point say definitively WHY they
did so. Relating our findings to the adult literature on shifting of speech
styles (such as Bell, . or Pickering & Garrod, , ), we note
that it is possible that children modified their style for a variety of reasons
connected to their interlocutor. (See Pardo, , for a review of research
in this area, and McFarland, Jurafsky, & Rawlings, , for related
work.) Although we offer one interpretation of the findings related to their
sensitivity of the listener status, the current experimental design does not
allow us to pin down precisely what it was about the discourse context or
the relationship between the interlocutors that led children to modify their
speech style.
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We think this is an exciting area for continued research, because of the
connections between synchrony in dialogue, theory of mind, pragmatically
informed speaker–hearer interactions, and sociophonetics. Future
researchers may choose to extend investigations of this phenomenon beyond
the production of single words, taking into account a broader range of
listener-oriented constraints, such as speaker–hearer common ground, native
language status, and language impairments and disorders. In addition,
children should be invited to participate in more interactive exchanges
with their conversational partners that serve to highlight the motivations
for and the range of linguistic aspects targeted in speech accommodation.
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APPENDIX A

Words used in the experiment. Values for familiarity and imageability are
from Wilson (). Proportion of children understanding or producing
each word at age ; comes from Dale and Fenson (); ‘n/a’ indicates
that the data are not available.

Word Vowel Familiarity Imageability
Proportion
of children

cheese /i/   

pea(s) /i/   ·
sheep /i/   ·

bib /ɪ/   ·
fish /ɪ/   ·
pig /ɪ/   ·

bell /ɛ/   n/a
bread /ɛ/   ·
pen /ɛ/   n/a
bed /ɛ/   

bat /æ/   ·
cat /æ/   ·
hat /æ/   ·

boot /u/   ·
moon /u/   ·
spoon /u/   ·

book /ʊ/   ·
cook /ʊ/   ·
foot /ʊ/   

boat /o/   ·
nose /o/   

phone /o/   n/a

cup /ʌ/   ·
duck /ʌ/   ·
sun /ʌ/   ·

dog /ɑ/   ·
frog /ɑ/   
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